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Abstract
This article assesses a major gap in the literature on UN peace operations in post-war situations,
which may be described as the ‘organisation of intervention’. Research has extensively pointed at
the UN’s failure to achieve its own objectives and operationally reach its own standards of
interventions. However, there has been very little consideration of the means of the UN as a
bureaucratic organisation, which manages and copes with these ambiguities and failures of
intervention. This article theoretically explores the organizational conditions and processes through
which UN officials manage the gaps between aims and achievements of UN peace operations as
an integral part of their daily work. The goal is to develop a theoretical framework to analyse the
internal organisational rules and procedures of the UN, which enable as well as affect the daily
management and routine of peace operations in interaction with its environment. For this purpose,
the article includes approaches of organizational sociology to understand UN peacekeeping and
draws on empirical illustrations to clarify propositions for further research.
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Introduction
Looking back, the Secretary General of the United Nations (UN) Ban Ki-Moon might have
good reasons to resume two decades of peace operations with mixed feelings and judgments.
On the one hand, the UN administration has emerged as the prominent agent of peace
operations. Since the end of the 1990s UN peace operations in fact have been rapidly
expanding in number, size, budget as well as responsibilities.1 Moreover, the UN administration
has widely been credited for creating and sustaining stability in countries emerging from turmoil
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and war.2 Thus up to the present day, the UN administration is called to lead, organise and
conduct multiple peace operations around the world. UN peacekeeping seems to be one of the
prominent responses to violent conflict. Institutionalised as a standard procedure of global
politics, it is the first choice of many states to respond to war and civil conflict – if they respond at
all.
On the other hand, the UN administration constantly seems to fail according to its own
objectives and the norms and values it seems to produce and impose on others. UN peace
operations inherently include normative aspects of security, welfare and participation.3 A
democratic state and market economy are the declared programmatic pillars of sustainable
reconstruction and post-war recovery.4 Evaluations of UN peace operations, however, have
pointed out the lack of democratic and economic sustainability.5 Very often, the outcome is
some type of autocratic regime rather than a democratic state.6 This might stabilise the security
situation of the country, but according to the programmatic design of peace operations it
undermines the sustainability of the peace process. Debrix even goes further with his critique by
stating that ‘the more the UN tries, the less it achieves.’ The UN reveals ‘its basic (empty)
formalism’ even more in a time, in which it ‘is primed to take the lead and direct humankind
toward peace and harmony.’7 In conclusion, norms and values remain a ‘façade’, a
‘logocentrism’ or a ‘building’ to be looked at by tourists from the outside.
The critique on UN peace operations may be illustrated and widened by taking a close
look at a photo (see Figure 1) published by the UN in 2009.8 The picture shows an Afghan woman
from above in a polling booth, holding what seems to be her identity card in one hand and using
the pen to put a cross on the ballot with the other. At first, this of course is a public relations error.
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The UN should not publish a photo of a person with her identity card just ready to vote in a polling
booth in an election supported by the UN Mission in Afghanistan, which is supposed to be free
and fair. However, there is more to this photo than a publication faux pas, especially because,
based on the principles of democratic vote propagated by the UN, this photo should never have
been taken. The secrecy of the ballot is one of the main principles of free and fair elections. If a
UN photographer is allowed to take a picture of a person in a polling booth, it both eradicates
the sense of the polling booth and undermines the principle of free and fair elections. In this
case, the UN cannot even pretend to support free and fair elections as a measure for
sustainable peace, revealing cracks even in the façade of UN’s norms and values. Thus,
formalism prevailed, as the UN helped the Afghan people conduct elections, but this UN
photographer did not even care about the intimacy of the polling booth. If the UN photographer
would have taken pictures of an election in his own country (United Kingdom), he would either
have never thought of taking a photo from the inside of the polling booth, or in the worst case
scenario this would have been prevented by security, observers or the voter himself. Thus, the
question here not only is why the UN photographer was allowed to do this in an UN supported
election in Afghanistan. It also raises the question why the UN photographer even thought to be
permitted to do so, knowing that this undermines the intimacy of the involved voter.

Figure 1: UN Photo by Tim Page entitled 'An Afghan citizen votes in the country's presidential and
provincial coucil elections, Herat, Afghanistan. 20 August 2009’9
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This photo is of course only an illustrative feature and provides no grounds for any general
conclusions. But it points to a major gap in the literature on peace operations of the past two
decades, which has predominantly been focussed on the normative and operational feasibility
of peace operations. Evaluations and studies have pointed to the achievements of UN peace
operations. They have also identified gaps, failures and dilemmas of peacekeeping endeavours.
But they have often failed to include an analysis of the process, which emerges on the basis of
foreign intervention in a post-war society, as well as the bureaucratic structures that are the basis
of the UN’s engagement in the highly complex process of post-war recovery. It is the UN
bureaucracy that makes peacekeeping interventions work. Moreover, as UN peace operations
have consequences for the country intervened, it in return also produces consequences for the
UN as the organisation that intervenes. It is the organisation of intervention that gives UN officials
the administrative backing to support the Afghan government to organise the elections.
However, it is also the organisation of intervention that gives the photographer the opportunity
and legitimacy to take a photo of an Afghan woman inside of a polling booth. In other words, it
is the organisation of intervention, which copes with and manages the gap between the
normative aspirations of the façade and the achievements in the field.
The purpose of this article is to theoretically explore the organisational conditions, routines
and procedures, through which processes and dilemmas of UN peace operations are managed
in the daily work of UN officials.10 The goal is to develop a theoretical framework of analysis of the
internal organisational processes of the UN that affect the daily management and routine of
peace operations in action. Thus this work neither concentrates on the programmatic measures
of peacekeeping nor does it measure their success or failure. Rather this article focuses on the
organisational structures which serve as the basis and boundaries of the implementation of
peacekeeping. The UN is studied as a bureaucracy, which inherently includes not only formal
hierarchy but also horizontal forms of authority and control. This paper argues that two basic
theoretical stances drawn from organisational sociology may help to understand the
organisational dilemmas of peace operations in their daily work: the first is the concept of
coupling, which refers to the differing quality of lines interconnecting different segments and
dimensions of organisation; the second is the organisation of communication, which refers to
how information is transferred, processed and transformed to knowledge and organisational
memory. Both stances are in many ways interconnected, but they also serve as distinct sets of
conditions of organisational management and daily working life. This paper argues that
observing the nexus between these two sets of conditions provides the analytical basis to
generate an understanding of the processes and mechanisms, which bridge the inherent
dilemmas and paradoxes of daily work in UN peace operations.

10 The theoretical argument is supported by empirical illustrations that are based on primary UN documents,
several background discussions with former high-level UN officials and field research in the United Nations
Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) and the Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) in New York conducted
in 2010.
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The UN as an International Organisation and Bureaucracy in
Action
Perhaps due to its linkages to the discipline of International Relations (IR), up to this day
the literature on international peace operations has very rarely opened the ‘black box’ of the UN
as the major organisation that conducts interventions. There is not much literature on how the UN
manages peace operations and on the organisational dynamics in which these post-war
interventions are embedded. Within IR theory, the UN and its sub-organisations have usually been
studied as international organisations that in the common line of interpretation serve as a
‘structure of rules, principles, norms and decision-making procedures through which others,
usually states, act’.11 As the UN is not accounted to be a self-referential autonomous agency
under the assumption that it would act according to the will of states, there was no need to learn
about the way the UN as an organisation behaved. More recent research has started to take a
closer look at the functions and behaviour of international organisations such as the UN. These
approaches include publications from an IR perspective12 as well as studies from administrative
science13 or ethnographic and sociological approaches.14 Much of this work is based on
different theories, concepts and models of organisational sociology.15 The advantage of these
approaches is that it enables a differential picture of what and how the UN actually does, rather
than merely focussing either on the normative framework or the functional input and outcome.
The UN includes an international framework, which consists of a set of legalised rules and
norms that protect individual states (and in some cases also the rights of individuals) and are
practiced by the states within the intergovernmental organs such as the Security Council and the
General Assembly.16 It, however, also exists as a bureaucratic organisation, which by definition
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exercises authority on the basis of rules and the collection and specification of knowledge.17
Campbell rightly points out that both components are ‘conceptually separate, but operationally
interdependent’.18 The point here is that in order to generate an understanding of how UN
officials cope with and manage the dilemmas and paradoxes in their daily action, it is essential
to understand the organisational dynamics that bridge the spheres of international and
bureaucratic politics. The argument of this paper is essentially based on two basic organisational
spheres: coupling and communication. Both will be introduced and discussed in detail below
after specifying the concept of bureaucracy used in this paper.
To discuss the UN as a bureaucratic organisation requires some specification of the term
bureaucracy. One can basically follow Barnett and Finnemore, who summarise the function of
bureaucratic organisations as follows:
‘Bureaucracy breaks down problems into manageable and repetitive tasks that are assigned to
particular offices and then coordinated under hierarchical command.’19

In the classical Weberian interpretation these processes of categorisation and
specialisation of knowledge are strictly formalised and practiced in a closed hierarchy – a fact
that makes Max Weber conclude that bureaucracy is the most effective and rational form of
administration.20 More recent accounts on bureaucratic organisations have pointed out the
implications of formalism and informalism for day-to-day work processes,21 as well as the
importance of organisational survival, which provides a framework for appropriate decision
making.22 Generally the literature pays high attention on information and knowledge as a
substantial part of bureaucratic organisation, as it is the basis of its power and authority and
therefore vital for its action within its organisational environment. Bureaucratic solutions to
complex problems generate information and knowledge that are selected, processed and
saved within the organisation itself.23 Solutions thus become rules and routines, standardised as
operation procedures, institutionalised within the organisational setting and culture, reflected by
and included in an organisational scheme of interpretation, identity and knowledge.24
17
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Weick characterises daily organisational life as organised through the continuous process
of connecting interaction with reasonable consequences.25 Through this conduct

routines

emerge and are sustained on the basis and within the structural rules and resources. It is a
communicative process between constituent actors who reflexively monitor routine interaction
whilst reproducing their ‘mutually linked role relationships’.26 Organisations create (and are
created as) conditions to control the reflexive reproduction of relationships and practices. These
govern and control the conduct and spread of information and their influence on the day to
day practices of actors, and vice versa. In other words, the role of an actor within an
organisation is not only determined by prescription, but also by the way s/he performs and
realises the prescription in his/her daily work. It also depends on the power and measures s/he
has to fill the gap between the prescribed role and the way s/he is performing – or the way s/he
is supposed to perform in relation to other actors both within the organisation and its
environment. This performance may be highly dependent on the current situation; however, as
moral authority and prescriptions of standards may be important for the independence and
power of the organisation, the actor may be required to respond to these standards even
though his/her performance may vary.
The essence of this is rather simple: organisational actors always have a dual responsibility
towards the client as well as the organisation. A UN official in the field might (or even is bound to)
find the tools provided by the organisation ineffective whilst considering the interest and
preferences of local actors. The solution for such problems is to find a compromise, not only
towards the situation and actors UN officials are confronted with in the local context of their
work,27 but also towards the organisational context that provides the constitutive basis of their
officialdom. In practical terms, within the organisational context, this for example might mean a
decrease of resources and jobs.28 Thus, organisational actors in their daily work are confronted
with rules, which govern their sphere of action, provide definitions of efficiency, supply paths to
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reach the goal, and set standards of accountability. But they also have to be responsive to
unintended consequences of their actions and are influenced by contingent effects and
ambiguous environments. Organisational action thus routinely combines the search for
predictability through reduction of uncertainty and the interdependency of a system with its
environment under conditions of high complexity. This is achieved by the goal of ‘satisfactory
accomplishment’ rather than maximising efficiency,29 which itself is based on organisational rules
and procedures that guide the constant and routine ‘muddling through’ of organisational
actors.30

The UN and its Peace Operations as Loosely Coupled Systems
In the course of this debate, the notion of ‘loosely coupled systems’, most prominently
introduced by Weick,31 seems highly useful as a basis for understanding the organisational
dynamics of the UN and its peace operations. A ‘loosely coupled system’ generally refers to an
image which Orton and Weick call ‘dialectical’, as it allows research to include both closed (i.e.
technical and rational) and open (i.e. environmentally interdependent) variables into an analysis
of an organisation.32 In order to apply this approach to the UN and its peace operations, the
main characteristics of loosely coupled systems will be clarified below in detail.
The main feature of tightly coupled elements is ‘responsiveness’. Thompson points out,
that organisations include a core technology, which as an idea or abstraction refers to a closedsystem logic and consists of rationally tightly coupled elements or a chain of causal events.33 The
type of technology does vary. Moreover, it is not supposed to be perfect (although the
organisation might seek perfection). It may even be ambiguous in itself – or especially in
comparison to environmental influences.34 But it does include operating standards, which
technically are responsive to each other and provide actors with answers to solve specific
problems, organisational stability and predictability towards environmental events and
influences. Therefore, organisations protect their core technologies from exogenous influences.35
On the other side, the crucial characteristic of de-coupled elements is ‘distinctiveness’.36
29 James D. Thompson, Organizations in Action. Social Science Bases of Administrative Theory (New York et
al.: McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, 1967), p. 9
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Technology only becomes action if they are applied to a social surrounding. Thereby,
organisations always face problems, for which there is no solution provided by its technologies.
Organisational action thus is the translation of standard procedures to environmental
circumstances of implementation. This requires a certain amount of flexibility to meet
environmental

uncertainty.

Organisations

might

act

highly

(inter-)dependently

from

environmental influence, trying to create meaning and/or legitimacy for their problem solutions
at an institutional level.37 Internal fragmentation, competing and ambiguous technical solutions,
and lack of personal overview over internal organisational complexity might require flexible
managerial solutions.38 In fact, the management and administration of a complex organisation is
perhaps the level, in which open and closed system logics meet most clearly, as here not only
the resources are acquired as input for organisational action, but also the output and feedback
is controlled. The administrative process holds together multiple streams of organisational action
crosscutting formal hierarchies and networks, and interlinking environmental and internal
demands of efficiency and accountability.39 This requires both flexibility and predictability. The
main feature of a loosely coupled system thus is the connection of both distinctiveness and
responsiveness.40
The conceptual openness of the loosely coupled system approach surely is both its
strength and weakness. It is an inclusive concept, which comprises various competing accounts
on bureaucratic organisations.41 Its conceptual weakness is its vagueness as it tries to include
much and concretises very little. The concept of loosely coupled system thus cannot stand alone
as a feature, which qualifies an organisation. It rather lays the basis for a more detailed discussion
on organisational structure, its creation and processes. In Orton and Weick’s

words, ‘loose

coupling may lead researchers to study structure as something that organisation do, rather than
merely as something they have.’42 From such a perspective, the crucial feature of a loosely
coupled system is not the coupling as such, but rather the quantity and quality of managerial
interventions, which stretch vertical and horizontal lines of organisational control between
elements and events,43 make outcomes and changes mismatch the initial intention,44 produces
and reproduces rules, practices and relationships,45 locates and transforms the selective storage
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of information and knowledge,46 and compensates for the lack of organisational adaptation to
external requirements.47
If UN peace operations are considered as a loosely coupled system, the discussion above
gives answers to the problem explored in this paper on a relatively high level of abstraction. UN
peace operations are a distinct organisational entity which are founded under the umbrella of
the ‘UN family’, supported and connected by numerous departments and sub-organisations
which offer specific technology, advice and/or staff for its operation in the field. The UN mission
moreover formally holds a high degree of delegated authority and autonomy to transfer these
technologies into field action.48 Beyond the UN structure, the loosely coupled systems approach
however enables a broad perspective on the communicative processes, which are the
foundation of day-to-day life within an organisation. These, however, are specified and
organised within the setting of an organisation as interplay between formal and informal
communication structures.49 As there may be both formal and informal tight and loose couplings
within every element or level of an organisation, the relationship between different
communication structures have to be considered as a second major factor, which crosscuts the
different forms and levels of organisational coupling as well as sets conditions for managing
conceptual and practical inconsistencies and uncertainty in daily organisational life. In the
following section, the different communication structures will be considered in more detail.

The Organisation of Communication
The term ‘communication’ refers not only to the mere transfer of information, but also to
the self-referential process of creating and sustaining meaning and knowledge. It is the basis of
decision-making and interaction as well as of organisational programme and action. In other
words, communication is the medium of organisational reproduction, bridging gaps of
achievements and action and referentially linking knowledge, practices and interactions.50
Communications are processed vertically along the lines of hierarchical control51 as well as
horizontally through coordination and social control.52 Both forms of organisation require two
46
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basic sets of competence: firstly, the authority and ability to issue directives; and secondly, the
professional competence and specialised expertise in the field of action.53

Both sets of

competencies are a product of internal and external education and training, as personnel is
chosen according to both their educational and professional experiences, which are constantly
developed on the basis of the internal standards of operation. The nexus between
communication processes and the different competencies constitute the level and quality of
complexity of an organisation in reflection and demarcation to its environment. Luhmann terms
this process an ‘operational closure’, through which an organisation tries to gain control over the
complexity of its structure and endeavour.54 Information and knowledge thus not only have to be
processed and stored, but also adulterated and forgotten. Therefore an organisation forms a
memory, located within the processes of decision making and pre-decision organisational
activity.
An organisation thus organises its communications in a way that leads to and controls
both memory and oblivion. What, however, does this mean for the day to day life of members of
the organisation? How do they participate within these organisational processes? Where do they
receive the information and knowledge they need to fulfil their tasks? Generally one may
assume that organisations as well as its personnel depend on information which can be
considered as ‘realistic’. This is even more so the case in situations that are volatile and uncertain
such as a post-war setting, in which coercive and military means may be necessary. ‘Realistic
information’, which refers not only to the transfer of information but also its interpretation
according to the situational challenges, may be the basis to save the life of the organisational
personnel as well as clients and persons in the local environment it is directly involved in.55
However, realistic information is potentially something unpleasant for the person (or
organisational unit) that is reporting,56 as it may contradict with the organisational rules and
standards or on a lower scale of abstraction may also undermine the goals of persons or units at
a higher hierarchical level. Thus, the organisation of communication relies on two major assets:
firstly the confidence and reliability of the personnel involved to report realistic information; and
secondly different channels through which this information can be processed, selected and
distributed.57
Here, organisational sociology generally refers to the differentiation between formal and
informal organisation of communication structures. The former refers to the formally established
bureaucratic procedures within hierarchical administrative systems. This form of organisational
self-information makes transfer of information and its potential uncertainties a duty. However,
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formal communication procedures may also signify an efficient and accountable way of
processing problems to the outside public. This means that the formal reporting structures might
meet environmental requirements, e.g. of efficiency and accountability, rather than the
demands of the functions of the organisation in action.58 This controversy may be illustrated by a
brief look at the formally fixed and regulated reporting schemes of the UN and its peace
operations. Within its hierarchical system, every post, office or job formally exists within a clearly
defined line of reporting. These reporting lines enable an overview of the organisation in form of
an organogram, such as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Formal Reporting Lines between UN Mission and Headquarter59
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Figure 2 shows the broad organisational setting, in which peacekeeping missions are
embedded. Next to lines of coordination with other departments which are programmatically
and/or actively involved in peace operations, UN peacekeeping missions are formally
embedded in a line of reporting – from the Head of Mission (HoM)60 to the UN Secretary General
(SG) through the Under-Secretary-General (USG) of the Department of Political Affairs (DPKO).
This reporting line includes political and administrative responsibilities in reflection of the
international mandate given by the Security Council. Thus, the HoM is the position through which
formally all reports and information flows before it passes on to the headquarters.61 The reporting
line here thus clarifies the hierarchical line of control rather than the practice of organisational
communication. Zooming into such an organogram on a more detailed level, one can observe
that every office, post or position in the UN peacekeeping bureaucracy is connected to formal
reporting lines and thus embedded in this hierarchical system. An organogram thus gives an
impression of formal assigned authority. However, it does not give any information about the use
of communication channels assigned to the formal lines of reporting. Here, a brief illustration of
the formal communication and reporting channels between UN headquarter and mission can
be instructive. There are at least five types of reporting procedures:
Situation Report (SITREP): There are several variations of these SITREPs according to their
frequency (there are daily, weekly and monthly that all produce certain differences of reporting)
as well as their level of formality (distinction between formal and technical reporting).62 UN
officials judge the use and value of this reporting channel differently. On the one hand, many
officers in middle management of DPKO in New York perceive the SITREPs generally useful to stay
informed.63 On the other hand, a former SRSG acknowledged that at least the daily reporting
was more a burden of duty than a productive inducement of work, based on the impression that
nobody in headquarters was really interested in reading these reports.64
Code Cable: This is not a normal bureaucratic communication instrument, but a means of
diplomacy to issue politically motivated notices. As Code Cables are used very similarly between
DPKO and Missions, they always have to be signed by the USG (DPKO) or the HoM. The

In most peacekeeping missions the HoM is a Special Representative of the Secretary General (SRSG), who
formally is on the same hierarchical level as a USG.
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Every section of a mission prepares a daily report, which is normally processed by the Joint Operations
Centre (JOC) of the mission into a SITREP (3-4 pages), which is then cleared by the office of the HoM before
it is sent to New York. At the same time, the sections also feed their ‘technical reporting lines’ (illustrated as
dotted arrows in figure 2) to the specific sections in New York with a separate and more detailed SITREP
(Interviews with UN officials in the United Nations Mission in Liberia, Monrovia, and DPKO, New York,
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relevance and importance of this communication tool is very high, as they often include highly
controversial and politically delicate information.65
The biannual Report of the Secretary General to the Security Council: These reports are
highly elaborated diplomatic documents. They include aspects and passages of all mission
components, whereas the coordination and finalisation are tasks of the Office of Operations
(OO) in DPKO. It is generally described as a highly difficult process to manage and can lead to
severe conflicts between OO and a mission. It is however a highly important reporting tool, as it is
the reference document of the mission towards the Security Council and thus the basis for the
extension of a mission’s mandate. Moreover, it is the only reference document that is publically
accessible.66
Special reports to intergovernmental organs of the UN (through the Secretary General)
concerning specific issues (such as gender, child poverty, HIV): In the judgment of former highranking UN officials, who served in several peacekeeping missions, these reports have least
importance. They would often be considered a burden of duty, drawing resources from the
mission without having a significant impact on decision making, both within the UN bureaucracy
and its intergovernmental organs.67
Best practices, evaluation and knowledge management: The Peacekeeping Best
Practices Section in DPKO collects and summarises reports on experiences in the field and
publishes them in generalised form of best practices papers, handbooks, guidance materials or
thematic issues. This communication tool seems to be of use especially for young professionals
seeking advice on how to act in extreme situations. Experienced UN officials, however, perceive
this standardisation of practices also as a threat for their own flexibility and autonomy and
therefore consider it to be of very little relevance as a source of information and knowledge.68
In sum, the relevance of the formally fixed channels for the day-to-day work of UN officials
seems to vary greatly depending on the rank and routine of the individual. However, the
information seems to be especially important to signify and reproduce the UN and its peace
operations as a specific organisational hierarchy and design. Formal reporting procedures are
often reference tools of the mission to the UN headquarters and the member states of the UN,
thus functioning as an important basis of their persistence and recognition.
This leads to the second general form of communication structure, which is referred to as
informal. In fact, one may assume that no formal communication procedure is processed
without some sort of informal handling. To judge the importance or triviality of the daily code
cables requires some informal knowledge about the resonance they have at headquarters. To
65 Interviews in DPKO, New York and background discussions with former high-level UN officials conducted in
2010.
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know what and how information has to be included in the regular reports to the Security Council
in order to be diplomatically balanced requires informal knowledge of the political demands
concerning the report. Formal communication lines are effectively shortened by informal
exchange of information, e.g. by asking to change a paragraph before submitting the report
rather than sending it back for review. This, of course, also includes an intervention in the content
of the report according to the requirement of what is supposed to be the content of reporting.
Informal communication is an important source of self-information, not only for each
person involved, but also for the organisation with regard to its ability to secure its traditions and
induce innovations simultaneously. Elwert characterises informal communication structures as
Gabenökonomie, which roughly may be translated as an economy of gift exchange.69
Information and knowledge is one type of gift as well as trust, critique, praise or share of
responsibility. The exchange of gifts here is not automatically corruption (even though it may
take forms of patronage or similar forms). It is a basic and normal requirement of successful dayto-day work to judge and act according to trustworthy guidance. Where formal communication
makes the transfer of information and knowledge a duty, informal communication builds on
mutual interpersonal confidence as the basis for understanding. As ‘realistic’ information is
something potentially unpleasant to be reported, not only the individual but also the
organisation depends on the informal exchange of information that crosscuts hierarchical levels.
This secures self-information and knowledge behind the formal and programmatic organisational
guidelines.
The problem with informal communication is not its existence. Many scholars have
pointed to the importance of informal communication in bureaucracies regardless of (or in
addition to) the formalised professionalism set up by Weber in his ideal bureaucracy model.
What makes a study of informal communications difficult is the blurred border between the
formal and informal. There are clear characteristics which make communication formal – i.e.
hierarchy, duty, contract, protocol – as well as features which are typically informal – i.e.
interpersonal contact, confidence, social control. But there is a high flow of communication that
lies between these two poles. A meeting, for example, which is declared to have an informal
character, may be far more formal than a chat in the corridor or during dinner – regardless of the
importance or relevance of the information exchanged. A former Special Representative of the
Secretary General (SRSG)70 remarked that he would have met the Secretary General (SG) on
every visit to New York, as well as the USG of DPKO, the relevant desk officers, and other persons
relevant to the mission he is leading. As the schedule of the Secretary General is very tight, he
would have 15 minutes to refer to the most relevant issues in a brief and comprehensive way.
These meetings always were highly formal and decisions made here would be directly recorded
and be the basis for the work of the mission in the field. On the other hand, personal contact and
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confidence between the SRSG and the SG are also important points of reference and control.71
Similarly, the SRSG would have met other high-level UN officials on different issues and also in
preparation for the meeting with the SG. The main purpose of these consultations was that the
problems and issues which had to be managed included a huge amount of responsibility and
uncertainty. The SRSG was anxious to include other persons in his decision making, especially in
order to reduce his own uncertainty and share the responsibility of its possible intended and
unintended consequences. To handle specific situations, it was of essential importance for him to
know the right person he could ask for advice and help.72 This was only possible on the basis of a
personal network, which had to be maintained during his visits to New York. Though this is an
illustrative example of the communicative practices of a high-level UN officer who has not
followed the common career path in the UN administration (as many HoMs) and thus is
expected to be involved in the political sphere of the UN, it does indicate that daily working life
and practices usually is a mixture of formal and informal interactions. Both forms of organisational
communication are inherently necessary, to meet its two central requirements – confidence and
reliability of the channels used to issue information and knowledge.

The Organisational Field of Tension and the Management of
Daily Routine and Work
Analytically, coupling and communication can be portrayed separately. They, however,
do not stand independently within an organisational framework. Taken together, the nexus
between coupling and communication may be illustrated as in figure 3.
In Figure 3 both communication and coupling are illustrated as axes of a diagram forming
four combined spaces. In each of these four spaces, different procedures of management can
be situated according to their conditional assets. It is important to note that as the
communication and coupling axis are distinct but connected processes, their nexus has to be
analysed as a field of tension. Loosely coupled and formal elements of organisation therefore do
not necessarily hinder the existence of informal and tightly coupled management procedures. In
fact, the existence of both might be necessary factors for an organisation to propose and
resume its functions under conditions of ambiguity, even though the relevance for the personal
day-to-day working life might greatly vary over space and time.

Once the SRSG did not set a meeting with the SG and on meeting the SG in the lift, the SRSG was asked
why he didn’t come by and was encouraged to meet the SG every time he was in New York.
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72 To give an example, the former SRSG here referred to an event of kidnapping. Even though the mission
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terms of reporting and keeping UN headquarters informed about the situation. To preserve the capacity of
his team and the mission for their primary tasks, the SRSG asked the USG of the Department of Safety and
Security (DSS) for advice, and he sent him a specialist for kidnapping to cope with the situation. As the
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without any disturbance. The former SRSG remarked in the background discussion conducted in 2010 that
this solution was only possible, because he knew and had access to the crucial responsible person.
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Figure 3: The Nexus between Organisational Coupling and Communication

In the upper-left space, where de-coupling meets formal communication, management
procedures can be found, which formally signify and (re-)produce distinctiveness between
different units, sections and dimensions of an organisation. The clearest example for such a
procedure is formal delegation of authority, which leads to a certain amount of autonomous
responsibility and distinctiveness of the authorised agent or organisational unit.73 As mentioned
above, the UN mission in general and the HoM specifically enjoy a high degree of delegated
authority. But the UN hierarchy as such is characterised by a highly complex web of delegated
authorities. This is very important for the daily work of both the mission and DPKO, i.e. as no
activity is undertaken without securing that all (relevant) claims of other persons or authorities are
considered.74

A second example is formal cooperation, which may take place internally

(between different units of the organisation), and towards the organisational environment
(together with organisations or units within the environment in which the organisation or its
specific unit is locally situated). Here communication is highly restrictive, and organisations
In its simplest sense, the agent has delegated authority to choose its policy according to the problem to
be solved rather than to implement the policy given by the principal or superior. Jonathan Bendor, Amihai
Glazer and Thomas Hammond, Theories of Delegation, Annual Review of Political Science, 4 (2001), p. 242
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carefully channel information needed for cooperation, and thus formally protect the
distinctiveness of the organisations and units involved.75 The UN and its peace operations provide
many examples of such formal cooperation, e.g. the peacekeeping mission with other UN
organisations, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), bilateral government initiatives, or local
government structures. A further example is the creation of the so-called Integrated Operational
Teams (IOT) under the lead of the Office of Operations (DPKO) in 2007, through which the formal
communication channel between the relevant divisions and units of the department should be
broadened in order to raise the efficiency of cooperation whilst managing and supporting the
respective missions.76
The lower-left space of figure 3, where tight coupling meets formal communication,
illustrates the formal management procedures that are designed to be highly responsive. This is
especially observable in hierarchical reporting schemes, described in detail above. The UN has a
set of rules and procedures that define how these reporting schemes have to be applied. There
are rules of engagement, unity of command, the daily code-cables, progress reports etc.
Different departments, divisions or units may also try to formally hold authorities such as personnel
recruitment, procurement management to secure their power and the responsiveness of the
subordinate unit. A further example is an official committee and meeting in which reports are
issued and decisions taken that require the responsiveness of all the units (or sometimes also all
other organisations) involved. The hierarchical management procedures set the framework for
daily work and form the basis for the persistence of the organisational enterprise.
Turning to the right side of the diagram in figure 3, in the lower right space, where tight
coupling meets informal communication, such management procedures are located that lead
to a high degree of responsiveness, but are based on informal communication channels. This
might refer to local management procedures, such as regular round table meetings in an office,
or a close and trustful cooperation between the SRSG and his/her secretary or policy advisor. It
might also refer to close personal links, for example between the SRSG and his fellow colleague
in some departments in New York. Other examples are local personal networks, which are highly
referential towards each other throughout formal hierarchies and thus set informal barriers within
a formal organisational setting.77 In its extreme version such networks may also be negatively
characterised as patronage. Interestingly, this space does not only refer to local phenomena but
also to general organisational identity settings. Thus, loyalty to the UN and its hierarchical and
normative settings is controlled not only by hierarchical reference, but also by informal collective
identity, which is referred to as being ‘UN-minded’. If a colleague is perceived as not ‘UN-
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minded’, s/he is considered to be disloyal, and vice versa. This may lead to formal
consequences, such as the non-renewal of his/her contract.78
Finally, the space on the upper right, where loose coupling and informal communication
meet, forms the conditions for management procedures based on personal confidence and
also conserves a high degree of distinctiveness. In a broad sense, this accounts for knowledge
networks based on personal contacts and collective identities, which crosscut the programmatic
structure of an organisation.79 Another example are groups called ‘communities of practice’ in
which learning and information transfer are based on an identity or social context shared by its
members on the basis of their practical involvement.80 These networks are explicitly boundary
spanning, may be local or virtually global and clearly crosscut formal hierarchies. They include
individuals who are not only working in different programmatic contexts within an organisation,
but may also contain persons from different organisational or national backgrounds. In the
context of UN peace operations, nationals might gain entry to such networks as well as
employees from other international agencies operating in the country.81 Thus, in such networks or
communities, shared identities and confidence (as an interpersonal norm) form grounds on
which responsiveness is made possible up to a certain extent. But, on the other hand, the
distinctiveness of the individual in his personal day-to-day working setting is preserved.
The diagram in figure 3 gives an impression of the organisational field of tension, in which
an organisational actor routinely performs his/her daily work, a programme is implemented, a
report is written or a piece of information is transferred, interpreted and processed. Actors find
help and annoyances in this field of tension and they will individually set their own preferences,
but they are not able to exclude the management procedures of any of the four spaces in total,
as the practice of these procedures, though they are analytically distinct, always stand in
relationship to the practice of the other.

Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to explore the organisational processes through which the UN
and its peace operations manage and cope with complexity, processes and constant
inconsistencies and dilemmas between the programmatic goals and its daily organisational
action. As UN officials have a dual responsibility towards the peace process in the respective
society (the client) and the UN system, its standards and values (the organisation), peace
operations as organisational action means a constant and routine balancing act between
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political and bureaucratic demands. In order to capture this organisational action in a
systematic way a framework was developed, which suggests that the procedures that manage
the daily practice can be located within an organisational field of tension formed by the nexus
between organisational coupling and communication. In order to be implemented, any
programme or policy is transformed by the interconnected and reciprocal use of these
management procedures within this field of tension. In order to receive responses within the
organisational setting, any implementation is also transformed by the interconnected and
reciprocal use of these management procedures within this field of tension. Thus, one may
expect UN officials to constantly navigate within this field of tension throughout their scope of
action and on a regular routine basis.
If one reconsiders the photography of the Afghan woman in a polling booth described at
the beginning of this paper according to this theoretical framework, one may come to a critical
and differentiated conclusion. The picture intrinsically is a reproduction of the implementation of
the programme and not of the standard of free and fair elections. Thus, in order to take and
publish the picture, the UN photographer draws his legitimacy from (and thus refers to) the
organisational procedures located in the nexus between coupling and communication rather
than the programme of supporting elections in Afghanistan. Similarly, as the UN organisation
allows such a picture to be taken and published, one may suppose that its programme of
supporting elections in Afghanistan also refers to organisational procedures situated in the nexus
between coupling and communication rather than the transfer of its standards to the Afghan
context in which the election programme is implemented.
Generalised and applied to the perspective of the organisational actor, who is in charge
and is confronted with the internal organisational dynamics and dilemmas of peace operations,
one may concretise two major propositions:
Proposition 1:
Policies and programmes of UN peace operations are reflected by UN officials according
to their compliance to the procedures located within the organisational nexus between coupling
and communication rather than their application to the peace process within the post-war
setting they are implemented.
Proposition 2:
Daily practices of UN peace operations are reflected by UN officials according to their
application to the procedures located within the organisational nexus between coupling and
communication rather than their compliance with policies and programmes of UN peace
operations.
These two propositions may serve as the basic structure to be tested and enhanced by
empirical research. As it focuses on the organisational processes and dynamics of the daily
practice of UN peace operations, it should be concerned with identification, judgement and
usage of procedures of management and reference located in the nexus between
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organisational coupling and communication. Such a research is promising, as it provides a deep
insight into how processes and (deviant) outcomes are transferred into programmatic feedback.
Moreover, it may generate an understanding on how UN officials use these methods and
processes to cope with the ambiguities and uncertainties of their regular and routine work.
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